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In This IssueTracing Glioma’s Invisible Roots
PAGE 209
Identifying cancer cell of origin remains an elusive goal because it is difficult to
trace tumor development at high resolution. Liu et al. now use MADM, a mouse
genetic mosaic system, to identify the cell of origin in malignant glioma. While
neural stem cells that carry initial mutations fail to transform, one specific
progeny lineage, oligodendrocyte precursor cells, serves as the cell of origin.
The work highlights the distinction between the transforming cell of origin and
the genetically altered but nontransforming cell of mutation and offers a model
for identifying cell of origin in other cancers.Watching SSBs Inch Along
PAGE 222
SSB proteins bind single-stranded DNA, protecting it from degradation and recruiting other proteins necessary for DNA
metabolism. Despite a large binding site and high affinity for DNA, Zhou et al. show that E. coli SSB diffuses rapidly along
DNA, using an inchworm-like reptation mechanism in which the protein slides via transient formation and propagation of
a DNA bulge. Sliding persists under tension and even when SSB interacts with other proteins, suggesting that SSB can
act as a sliding platform.Measure Once, Cut Twice
PAGE 262
Budding yeast Dicer enzymes precisely cleave long double-stranded RNA substrates into siRNA products despite lacking the
protein domains that are associatedwith thismeasuring function in other Dicers. Here,Weinberg et al. now show that budding
yeast Dicers cooperatively bind to the interior of a substrate, such that the distance between the active sites of adjacent Dicer
dimers determines the length of the siRNA products. This measuring mechanism enables noncanonical Dicers to process
a broader range of substrates and establishes a new paradigm for specifying product length.Checking Topological Tension at the Pore
PAGE 233
Transcription of genes that are tethered to the nuclear pore subjects the
surrounding chromatin to supercoiling and torsional strain. This topological
tension can hinder DNA replication, causing fork collapse and dsDNA breaks.
Bermejo et al. now provide evidence that the ATR/Mec1 checkpoint, which
prevents replication fork collapse, also triggers the release of genes attached
to the pore. The authors show that ATR/Mec1-mediated phosphorylation of
specific NPC components releases the associated DNA, neutralizing topolog-
ical tension and preventing replication errors.Cell 146, July 22, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 179
Molecular Ties between Fragile X and Autism
PAGE 247
Loss of function of the RNA-binding protein FMRP causes both Fragile X
syndrome (FXS) and features of autism. Though FMRP is known to inhibit the
translation of specific genes involved in synapse function, the full extent of its
targets and its mechanism of action are unclear. Darnell et al. now characterize
in vivo interactions between FMRP and neuronal mRNAs and also find that
FMRP stalls ribosomes during translational elongation. The identified targets
include a number of autism susceptibility genes and provide insight into the
molecular basis of FXS and autism spectrum disorders.Thermophilic Eukaryote Heats Up the NPC
PAGE 277
The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is a huge protein assembly that has been difficult to characterize biochemically and struc-
turally. Amlacher et al. sequenced the genome of a eukaryotic thermophile, Chaeotomium thermophilum, to gain access to
sequences of thermostable nuclear pore proteins. Analysis of these proteins enabled reconstitution of theNPC inner-pore ring
architecture. The genome unlocks a thermostable proteome as a rich resource for studies of large proteins or multiprotein
complexes.A ReVAMP for the Autophagosome
PAGE 290 and PAGE 303
During autophagy, long-lived proteins and organelles are wrapped by double-
membrane autophagosomes and delivered to the lysosome for degradation.
Previous work suggested that Atg8 functions as a fusogen that facilitates auto-
phagosome formation. Two papers now point instead to SNAREs as key
mediators of the fusion process. Moreau et al. show that the VAMP7 SNARE
mediates the homotypic fusion of autophagosome precursors, and Nair et al.
show that exocytic Q/t-SNAREs regulate the clustering of Atg9 and the recruit-
ment of other key autophagy-related proteins to the site of autophagosome
formation.Precision Editing for Patient-Derived iPSCs
PAGE 318
Patient-specific induced pluripotent stem cells provide a promising tool for the study and treatment of many human diseases,
but their success may depend upon our ability to correct specific mutations in patient cells without altering the rest of the
genome. Soldner et al. demonstrate that zinc finger nuclease-mediated genome editing can be used to generate isogenic
disease and control pluripotent stem cells, specifically modifying two Parkinson’s disease-causing point mutations in
a-synuclein. These approaches advance the biomedical utility of iPSCs.Cell 146, July 22, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 181
